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We build strong kids, strong families and strong communities.
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Phone. 06 867 9259
www.ymcagisborne.org.nz
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SUPER SPRING SPECIALS
It's back and it's hotter than ever, our 7 Day Free Trial is rolling out this month,
with 7 days to try something new, revisit something old, or simple kick start
your Summer Vibe early.
You get 7 days of FREE gym and Les Mills classes during the whole month of
September and with 2 new Les Mills classes added to our timetable, you get to
try those for FREE too.
Take advantage of this Supper Spring Special and join our Y Fitness family
today.
Try the Y for FREE and embrace your inner strengths.

NEW RELEASE BONUS CLASSES
We love all things new and with Les
Mills New Release week you not only
get a whole week of new music and
moves but you get to experience our 2
new Les Mills classes for FREE during
New Release week.
BODY JAM is hitting the dance floor
Tuesday 10th September and will
continue every Tuesday at 6:30 pm.
Dress up in Yellow for this class during
New release week and try BODY JAM
for free with great spot prizes up for
grabs.
All new total body TONE class lands
Saturday 14th September at 8:30 am
with repeat classes every Friday at
12:15 pm and Saturday at 8:30 am.
Wear purple for the New Release
Saturday Special and enjoy a total
body workout for FREE, grab a prize
and have a blast.

That's an exciting September ahead
with two new classes, a whole week of
New Release moves and music and a
FREE 7 day trial all happening under
one roof.
Now is your chance to get your Spring
Super Special, try our two new Les
Mills classes, work out for FREE
and experience the best of Health,
Wellness and Fitness with the best
Fitness Facility in town.
Spring into Summer this September
with 7 Days FREE trial, try us, get
Summer ready now and look and feel
amazing.
September Les Mills timetable is out
now, so grab yours and try something
new, give it ago and spring into
Summer with the best you, the best
advice and support, using the best
equipment and experience the best
fitness, health and wellness all under
one roof at a great price.
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FIT, FIERCE AND OVER FIFTY
Fifty is the new forty and at the Y we have fun no matter your age or ability
Whether you're a social butterfly, a shy caterpillar or a fierce dragonfly, the
YMCA values health and wellness at all ages regardless of your level of mobility.
The YMCA incorporates balance, mobility and harmony along with a lot of
laughs every Wednesday with low impact aerobic classes, a catch up and cup of
tea all for $4. Thats a whole lot of bang for your buck.
With over 100 members of the 50's Forward group, it's a great place to meet and
make new friends, catch up with regulars, get in the know of what's on across the
community and be involved in some pretty cool social events. How does monthly
lunches, walking groups and holidays abroad sound? It happens all right here
at 50's Forward, so join us and be a part of the Y family today.

UNLEASHING YOUR INNER BEAST
The Gisborne YMCA is a strong and

Tairawhiti

proud support of Sport Gisborne's

recognises,

Tairawhiti Rising Legends programme.

Rising

Legends

(TRL)

development opportunities to improve

acknowledges

and

their skills under the guidance of

supports the development of talented

Gisborne born and bred Exercise

young athletes within Tairawhiti and

Physiologist Dr Joe McQuillan.

Since the TRL programme began

as part of the YMCA's commitment to

in

them is to provide quality facilities for

YMCA is committed to providing

each legend to train in.

pathways to get our TRL to the top of

2007,

our

Tairawhiti

Rising

Legends have been high achievers
in the sporting world,
New

Zealand

producing

Champions,

their field and through the Tairawhiti

World

As part of the programme, aspiring

Rising Lengends programme and

Champions and, in 2012, our first

athletes receive a $1,000 scholarship

the ongoing suppport from Sport

Olympian.

to go towards their development along

Gisborne and YMCA, we are well on

Way to go Gisborne.

with lots of exclusive mentoring and

our way to our next Olympian.
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WEEK NIGHT BALL ACTION
Building strong leaders starts at a young age, and building resistance,
determination and dedication are the stepping stones that are developed
through group sports.
Monday and Tuesday night basketball keeps the blood flowing and sweat
rolling off with some high intensity action mens and womens leagues.
The Rising Suns have also had some court time and recently travelled to
Hawkes Bay where they successfully took first place in all three games
organised by the teams captain and former player Carl Riini. Carl has
been concentrating on sideline support after injuring himself in rugby.

STEPPING STONES TO THE FUTURE
Adult numeracy and literacy classes

The YMCA provides a fantastic FREE

Want to learn with like minded

provide the opportunity for students

Adult Numeracy and Literacy course

individuals and make friends?

to gain the skills they need to prepare

Monday to Friday on site in our

for job interviews, budgeting and

Education Facilities.

ENROL NOW, and Kara can get you on

money management, basic everyday

your way to success.

numeracy and literacy methods that

Whether you are looking for support

we take for granted each and every

to seek employement opportunities,

It's EASY and it's FREE, call Kara

day.

need guidance and support through

now

the process, or maybe wanting to learn

confidence in budgeting and financial

basic, reading, writing or numeracy

matters, forms and applications for

skills, then this class is for you.

employment whilst learning in a

As

a

qualified

Adult

Numeracy

and Literacy teacher, Kara Mackey
mentors

each

student

to

build

on

(06)8679259

and

build

friendly, welcoming environment.

confidence in their everyday abilities

Kara encorporates YMCA core values

to manage their personal finances,

within this 25 hour a week FREE

develop functional skills to budget

programme and ensures that all her

effectively, create a relevant CV for

students get the ongoing support

future employment opportunities and

they need once graduated from Adult

assist with interview skills.

Numeracy and Literacy classes.

It can be overwhelming to say the least

Looking

when managing everyday financial

numeracy and literacy?

for

FREE

education

in

situations and having the basic skills
to do just that is not always something

Need support to apply for employment

that we all have managed to master.

and ace an interview?
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SENIORS GET NEW LEADER
After an action packed 10 days engaged in amazing YMCA opportunities,
activities and adventures, Tylah has settled back into OSCAR life as the
newly appointed SENIORS Team leader.
Tylah has some exciting changes ahead for our SENIORS and is in the early
stages of planning the next term and Holiday Programme for the group.
As recently appointed YMCA Global Change Agent for New Zealand, Tylah
knows what it means to engage our young people in structured, positive
and worthwhile activities providing opportunities to build confidence, and
growth through appropriate pathways for a strong and bright future for our
youth and we are excited and confident to see her put her newly acquired
skills into practice.

PREPARING A SPRING VEGE GARDEN
As the days lengthen and the soil
warms its time to dig out your garden
gloves and get busy in the garden.
Whether yours is a dedicated vegetable
garden or a spot for a few crops in pots
and tubs, the time is right to prepare
soil, sprout seed potatoes, sow seeds
and begin this year’s journey up the
garden path.
And thats exactly what our OSCAR
SENIORS have been preparing for.

Putting pen to paper and researching
the stages of a Spring Vege garden, the
SENIORS group will be able to harvest
edible foods then put them into recipes
that they can prepare to share with the
group, friends and family.
Researching what seeds to sow and
what crops to grow along with recipes
that they could use once their gardens
have come into fruition, was the first
part of planning their new vege garden
space.

A dedicated OSCAR garden has been
designated to the SENIORS and this
will be their responsibility to manage
and maintain for the rest of the year.
With so many ideas flowing and loads
of brainstorming, the group has come
up with some ideas on how they will
share the upkeep of the plot and ensure
that the pests are kept at bay.
Can't wait to see the results, so watch
this space for updates.
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ROCKING OUR PYJAMA'S
Who doesn't want to wear their PJ's all day? I know I love mine along with
my slippers and cosy dressing gown and at Y Kids we had an amazing day
totally decked out in our Pyjamas.
All the staff and tamariki were super excited to rock into the centre in their
sleepwear for a day of PyJamarama fun last month, even our cook Nanny Sue
supported the cause.
We had a few test runs prior to the day, with the kids so excited they wore
their PJ's a few times leading up to the actual day, but thats ok because at Y
Kids we have fun no matter the day!

BUILDERS NAILED Y KIDS NEW DECK
It's all happening at Y Kids and with

but we are getting a brand new

the weather allowing us to get on with

Archgola roof to tie it to our building,

construction, we are mid way through

giving Y Kids an awesome Winter

The children have been able to see the

our new deck extension.

covered playroom and a fantastic

progress as they watch the builders

Summer shaded area ready ahead of

through the windows and get excited

time, as we head into Spring.

for the new deck to be finished.

hard, nailing, cutting and laying the

The children at Y Kids have been

With a little more to do and some

boards ready for the expansion of our

super excited to see the builders in

finishing touches to be done, it won't

outdoor deck.

action and can't wait for the space to

be long before we can start using

be ready to go, so as we count down

our amazing new outdoor deck and

the days until completion, it's all go,

covered space all year round.

It's been amazing for our children to

go, go at Y Kids this month.

experience on site builders, working

Not only has the deck been expanded
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NEW CONCRETE FOR Y TAMA
Full steam ahead for the Y Tamariki carpark makeover. Let there be concrete.
Richie Civil have been working hard and the evidence is clear with our very cool,
amazing new concrete carpark for our whanau and community of Y Tamariki.
It's big and we love it and we hope you do too, as stage one is currently in the
setting process before we move to the next stage of matching the rest of the
carpark with even more brand new concrete.
The cages will come down once the concrete is set, cut and ready to use and that's
when we will all be excited to use the new Y Tamariki carpark with it's amazing
new look.

ICING ON THE CAKE FOR SPCA
Each year, over 41,000 abused and

proceeds of their fundraising events

Y Kids joined in to support and make

neglected animals need love, care and

to keep our animals safe, healthy and

a huge difference to the lives of

shelter.

homed.

thousands of injured, abused, sick and
lost animals across New Zealand.

Since 2009, supporters have helped

With everyone's help, this year will be

raise over $2.6 million to help these

SPCA's biggest yet and encourages

We had some amazing cupcakes baked

animals, simply by selling cupcakes.

everyone to support and help where

fresh by Nanny Sue for our children to

the SPCA where they can to support

put their own flare on, with lashings of

Every year on August 5th the SPCA

animals in need. This year the target

icing, scattering of sprinkles and lots

invites, supports and encourages

is $300,000 and with $172,955 in the

of love and attention put into each

communities to host a cupcake event,

bank, the SPCA is well on their way to

one.

promote awareness and donate the

hitting their target for 2019.
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TIGHTEN & TONE TALK
The best way to tighten and tone without bulking up is to use high repetitions
and low weights.
Depending on your fitness level you may want to start with 2 sets of 12 reps, go
from exercise to exercise in a circuit without rest, take a short break between
circuits, then go through again. Do chest, triceps, back, biceps, shoulders,
legs, and abs.
Another option is to do timed exercises as opposed to counting. Perform each
exercise for 1 minute, push yourself and do as many as possible for that minute,
then continue on to the next exercise.

ARE GOALPOSTS ALWAYS MOVING?
If you never feel quite good enough

you can never reach consistently. It

If we could see life just as a series of

it’s likely that you are a bit of a

feels like:

moves that expands us imperfectly, in

perfectionist.

Life will be perfect when you get that

a forward motion rather than trying to

promotion and then you get it but it’s

reach perfect but never getting there

Perfectionism is the ultimate double-

not perfect yet, because you could do

at all (or for more than 25 seconds) it

edged sword. Yes, it might propel

it better, or faster, or more efficiently.

would be a much more realistic and

us forward towards our goals but it

And so the goalposts move.

relaxed way to live.

of stress, pressure, sleepless nights,

Or Life will be perfect when you lose

Where in your life is that perfect

procrastination,

5kg. And you lose it but you still don’t

mirage you can never really reach?

feel perfect yet because your bum is

The quest for Inbox Zero?

is also the cause of a huge amount
quitting,

and

generally diminished wellbeing.

not perky enough/ arms not toned
Perfectionism sounds like a good

enough/just another few kilos before

The nirvana of an empty washing

thing, but on closer inspection, there

you are “there”. The goalposts of

basket and a tidy house? List a mirage

is a big difference between being a

perfect move. Mirage.

today, then let yourself off the hook.

balanced and happy high-achiever and
a perfectionist.

You will never reach it consistently,
Or Life will be perfect and easy when

and that’s okay!

the kids are old enough to go to
Your body, health and happiness will

school, but then they are and they do,

You can give yourself permission to

really thank you for getting to know

but it won’t be perfect until they are

know life is unfolding just fine as it is: a

the difference.

really settled, and then they settle but

work in progress in a state of imperfect

it won’t be perfect until they ... etc etc.

but constant expansion.

Perfection is a mirage. It’s a standard

The goalposts of perfect move.
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5 THINGS YOU DIDN'T KNOW
FIVE things you didnt know about YMCA Customer Services Luisa Knight
What does your favourite workout comprise of? I genuinely enjoy running, but
I'm learning to love HIIT training including Sprint classes.
Favourite thing to do in your down time? I like to read and hang with my fur
babies
What is your favourite food? Nachos are my forever love, but I'm into kumura,
spinach and feta frittata.
If you werent a personal trainer what would you be? I'd be a psychologist, which
might still be part of the plan.
Why did you get into fitness and wellbeing? I am passionate about mental health
nd I think fitness and nutrition is fundamental to your general wellbeing and
mental health.

WELLNESS STARTS ON THE INSIDE
When you are healthy and happy,

ph360 knows that your career and

Through ph360 & Shae, we provide

you can contribute to the health and

family are important to you.

people with the necessary knowledge

happiness of those around you like
never before.

and tools to create personal health and
So while you’re busy taking care

well-being.

of them, ph360 takes care of you,
One person affects a family, one family

ensuring your recommendations are

affects a community, one community

suited to your current activity levels,

affects a country, one country affects

health status, environment, stress

Be empowered to live your balanced

the world.

levels, and mind.

life healthy and happy.

A healthy world is a happy world. A

ph360 is a permanent solution, not a

JOIN ph360 now and build the best

productive world. A meaningful world.

one time fix. Results go beyond just

you.

For ourselves, our children, and our

weight loss they touch every part of

children’s children.

your life.

ph360

understands

that

not

all

It tracks progress on all of your

bodies are created equal, and that

personal health goals as you go,

it’s important for you to know and do

helping you to celebrate the small and

what is right for your body, not anyone

big victories along the way.

Look Good, Feel Great, Love Life

else’s.
It is our mission to educate, inspire,
It delivers targeted recommendations

and empower people to take ownership

that are right for you to help feel best

of their health and their lives.

and keep off excess weight.
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TASTY SEED & CHEESE BITES
Delicious as a snack or with drinks. Good to store in the freezer.
Makes about 36
2 cups grated very tasty cheddar cheese
1½ cups plain flour
½ cup pumpkin seeds
125g butter, melted
Combine all the ingredients in a large bowl and mix well by hand.
Take heaped teaspoons of the mixture, roll into balls and place on an
ungreased baking tray and flatten with a fork. Chill for 1 hour.
Preheat the oven to 200C.
Bake for about 25 minutes, until golden.

GETTING YOUR VITAMIN INTAKE?
Known as the sunshine vitamin,

Mushrooms,

especially

sun-dried

vitamin D is naturally made by the

shiitakes, are very high in vitamin D.

body when the skin is exposed to the
sun.

But leave any of your fresh mushrooms
out in the sun for an hour or so and

It

is

essential

the

proper

their vitamin D levels will soar! In

calcium,

bone

fact, you need eat only three sun-

development, control of cell growth

exposed mushrooms to get your daily

and immune functioning. Low levels

quota of the vitamin.

absorption

of

for

of vitamin D have also been linked to
depression.

Te Mata mushrooms in Hawkes Bay
even sells D mushrooms that have

Vitamin D is oil soluble, which

been UV-exposed.

means you need to eat fat to absorb
it. Few foods naturally contain

When it comes to fish, typically raw

vitamin D (but some foods such as

contains more vitamin D than cooked,

margarine and milk products may be

and fatty varieties, such as salmon,

supplemented with it).

tuna and sardines, contain more than
leaner types. A small can of sardines

However, it is naturally found in fish

will provide 70 per cent of your daily

oils and fatty fish and to a lesser

vitamin D needs.

extent in beef liver, cheese and egg
yolks (an egg a day provides 10 per

Fish canned in oil has more vitamin D

cent of your vitamin D needs).

than that canned in water. Springtime
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BANANA CHIP MUFFINS
3
½ cup
100 g
1
2 Tbsp

Bananas, ripe, mashed
Sugar
Butter, melted
Egg
Milk

1½ cups Flour
1 tsp
Baking soda
1 tsp
Baking powder
1½ cups Chocolate bits

Heat oven to 190C (170C fan bake).
Grease a 12-hole standard muffin pan or line with paper cases.
In a bowl, place mashed bananas, sugar, melted butter, egg and milk and stir
to combine.
Sift flour, baking powder and baking soda onto banana mixture and stir to
just combine. Stir in chocolate bits.
Spoon mixture into prepared pan and bake for 20 to 25 minutes.cakes are
cooked through. Garnish with bananas and maple syrup or honey.

GET MOVING AND STAYING ACTIVE
is a refreshing time of year that

gardening is a good exercise.

safety hazards. Enlist a loved one to

can be a new beginning. Perhaps in

help make the task a little easier.

January you resolved to get a little

WALKING: We all know that taking

more exercise or try a new hobby.

a walk is good for us. Next time, ask

ATTEND

a friend to join you on nice days and

Check

These activities can be great for your

double the positive impact - walking

community center, or park district.

physical and mental health, but it is

with others increases the health

There are sure to be some activities

sometimes hard to stay motivated

benefits of the exercise.

going on now that spring is upon

COMMUNITY
out

your

EVENTS:

local

library,

us. Try taking a class or attending

in the midst of winter. Now that the
temperatures are (or will be) getting

VISIT A FARMERS MARKET: Eating

author readings - you'll be learning

warmer, it might be just the right time

well is just as important as staying

something

to re-commit to those resolutions.

active. Soon, markets around the city

friends, and staying engaged in the

will be selling fresh food and offering

community.

Particularly for seniors, it's important

good company, too! It's fun to talk

to stay active and engaged. Here

to the farmers who grew the food,

are five springtime activities that

and they can often offer recipes too -

promote health and independence:

making cooking a healthy dinner that

new,

meeting

new

much more fun.
GARDENING: Going to the garden
center can feel therapeutic with its

SPRING

CLEANING:

lovely colors and scents. But getting

people

outside on the next warm day to plant

cleaning, but it's a task that can

in your garden or on your balcony

help you stay safe in your home.

is even better! Not only is being in

De-cluttering and sprucing up can

the sunshine health-promoting, but

reduce your risk of falls and other

look

forward

Not

many

to

spring
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Tasty Chicken Penne Bake
INGREDIENTS
2
3 Tbsp
1 serving
1 medium
2 cloves
1 pinch
1 tsp
2
1 Tbsp
1 pinch
300 g
1 cup

Boneless skinless chicken breasts, cut into strips
Olive oil, plus extra for drizzling
Sea salt and cracked black pepper
Onion, finely chopped
Garlic, crushed
Dried chilli flakes
Bittersweet smoked paprika, optional
400g can chopped tomatoes
Fresh oregano, roughly chopped
Sugar
Penne pasta
Grated tasty cheese

METHOD
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Heat the oven to 200C. Lightly grease a medium-sized ovenproof baking dish.
Heat a large frying pan over medium-high heat.
Place chicken strips in a bowl, drizzle with 1 tablespoon oil and season. Toss to combine.
Place chicken pieces in the pan, in batches if necessary, and cook on both sides until just cooked.
Cut a piece to check if cooked. Remove from the pan and set aside.
Reduce heat to low and place remaining oil in the pan with the onion and cook until the onion softens, 5-7 minutes. Add the garlic and cook for a further 1 minute.
7. Stir in the chilli flakes and smoked paprika, if using and cook for 30 seconds.
8. Add the chopped tomatoes and oregano. Season with salt and a pinch of sugar, place on the lid and
simmer for about 20 minutes to thicken and allow the flavours to mingle. Add a little water if the
sauce becomes too thick.
9. Meanwhile, place a large saucepan of water on to boil.
10. Once boiling, add a good pinch of salt and the penne.
11. Boil until the penne is al dente or according to the packet instructions.
12. Drain and add to the hot sauce.
13. Stir in the cooked chicken.
14. Place in the prepared dish and scatter over the grated cheese.
15. Drizzle with a little extra olive oil.
16. Place in the oven and bake for 15 minutes until golden and bubbling.
A one-tray bake makes an easy week night go-to! For a spin on this dish using more fresh seasonal produce, try adding in grated parsnip, or cauliflower (which always goes well with cheese) chopped into
small florets.

RECIPES COURTESY OF BITE.CO.NZ

